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1. Introduction  

I would like to thank Simon Hunt for inviting me to give this talk. I would also like to take this 

opportunity to wish him the very best of luck with his academic life at the highly prestigious 

University of Oxford.  

 

Some of you would have come to the talk I gave here in the last academic year on feminist 

epistemology (EZ17). This speech is on hate speech and pornography. I have cheated a little. 

The information I aim to present today should really form two separate lectures: the first being 

a preliminary talk on speech act theory, and the second dealing with hate speech and 

pornography. Given I did not think many people would turn up to a lecture on speech act theory, 

I have combined information from two talks into one. This means that I will have to speed 

through the information. I will also disappoint anyone who has turned up thinking I might hand 

out photographs related to the subject matter. This is not the case.  

 

I wish to preface with a caveat: just because in the debate on hate speech and pornography, I 

am not in favour of restrictions, it does not mean that I support the use of free speech to make 

unjustified racist or sexist statements. With that caveat out of the way, let me commence.  

  

2. Setting the Scene 

  

Picture the scene. It is a warm summer evening in June 2010. Thirty pyjama-clad, anti-

pornography feminist activists turn up to a Tesco store in central London. They located 

the shelves stocking so-called lads’ magazines. Loaded and FHM are examples.  The activists 

were armed with brown paper bags scrawled with slogans such as “This is hate speech” and 

“This promotes rape culture.”  They covered the magazines with the bags. Then, at the signal 

of a whistle, the activists “formed a human chain, whipped out some tambourines, and 

proceeded to dance a conga in and out of the store aisles, chanting ‘Let’s get rid of lads’ 

mags!’” (LO12:1). 

  

The Sun, a British daily tabloid newspaper, for decades published on its own page three a 

photograph of a topless woman.  In 2012, the “No More Page Three” campaign was launched. 

Campaigners wanted the editor of The Sun to drop the feature. The retort to the campaigners 

that if they did not like the feature, they did not have to buy the paper was met with a response 

that the newspaper had a circulation of about two and a half million copies a day and it was seen 

everywhere, from trains to restaurants and pubs and into the workplace.  One could hardly 

avoid Page Three: its presence was ubiquitous. The claim that Page Three is “harmless fun” 

was denied. For them, Page Three “mocks and disrespects women, and tries to teach Sun 

readers to do the same.” It “teaches [young women and girls] that a woman’s worth is all about 

the way she looks and her sexual availability to men.” Moreover, it is “where young boys get 

their ideas that women’s bodies should be instantly available as a resource for men’s sexual 

gratification” (NMP3). Groups associated with the campaign against Page Three do not see a 

difference between the topless models on Page Three and what is called pornography.1 They 

                                                           
1 Anna van Heeswijk, of OBJECT and “Turn Your Back on Page 3” informed the Leveson Inquiry into 

the Culture, Practices and Ethics of the Press that there was “no marked difference between the content 
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insisted such material is “harmful” and that it does “real harms” to women and girls. (VH12). 

At best, the material encourages “negative attitudes” towards women and, at worst, “acts of 

violence” against women (TYBP3).  

 

The campaign garnered substantial support from Members of Parliament. It received 215,000 

signatures and more than 30 universities agreed to stop selling The Sun until it desisted from 

the publication of the topless images. In 2015, The Sun dropped the topless page model feature 

(OSG15). It is not clear if the campaign influenced the newspaper. It should be noted that the 

campaigners said that published photographs of topless women actually did something: 

harmed women. A mere published photograph is harmful. That is the claim. 

  

Opposing these views are those who prioritise press freedom and believe the campaigners’ 

wider claims of harm are false. The social commentator Brendan O’Neill accused the 

campaigners of being driven “by a belief that some images might warp fragile people’s minds 

and make them go mental.” He declared them “motivated by the fantastically paternalistic fear 

that if a certain section of the population claps eyes on a saucy or tempting image or overhears 

controversial words, then it will be driven mad with lust or hate.” For O’Neill, it was not just 

the campaigners’ view of men that he thought based on false beliefs, but also the campaigners’ 

view of women. The campaigners claimed that the images on Page Three caused negative 

feelings “within us,” which help to “stall our progress.” O’Neill raged that for them, “women 

are such sensitive wallflowers, so lacking in moral robustness and sass, that an image of a 

possibly younger, more attractive, certainly less-clothed female could tip them over the edge 

into self-pity and inaction” (ON12). 

Similar claims as to harm rather than mere offence are made by campaigners against deemed 

racist hate speech. The focus in this talk is much more on pornography. The reason for this is 

that the philosophical argument to which I refer against pornography was adapted to also use 

against hate speech. 

3. The outline of my talk 

 

There is a lot of information I have to cover today. This is what I aim to get through. Firstly, I 

am going to explain why it matters whether pornography and hate speech is harmful or 

offensive. I am then going to go on a philosophical diversion to discuss speech act theory. It is 

speech act theory which might offer the best opportunity, if it works, of demonstrating that 

pornography and hate speech can be harmful. I then, in the main part of my talk, discuss 

whether or not pornography is the subordination of women, as anti-pornography feminists 

claim. I conclude that not only is pornography not the subordination of women, the claim itself 

is incoherent. 

 

                                                           
which exists within…classified pornographic materials and the contents within some of these 

mainstream Page 3 tabloids” (LE12:662). 
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4. Harm or Offence: Why does it matter? 

Whether pornography and hate speech are actually harmful or merely offensive is relevant if 

one wants to eradicate them from society with the use of legal means. This is particularly 

problematic in the United States due to the First Amendment of the Constitution which rules 

that “Congress shall make no law...abridging the freedom of speech.”  It is because of the First 

Amendment that white supremacists were recently allowed to demonstrate in Charlottesville 

and why pornography can be sold. Both are deemed protected by the First Amendment.  

Attempts to restrict pornography in the United States have always failed due to the First 

Amendment. If pornography is not simply speech, or if it falls under the category of speech 

that does not need protection by the First Amendment, perhaps a legal challenge could be 

successful. It is also not necessarily sufficient to show that pornography harms to ensure it is 

legally restricted. This is because harm does not necessarily lead to restriction. As an example, 

consider a highly critical restaurant review that has the effect of potential customers avoiding 

a restaurant. This might harm the business but that does not necessarily imply that the 

newspaper should be censored, or that the restaurant reviewer, the newspaper, or the shops that 

sell the newspaper should be on the losing side of a civil litigation claim for the review.  Joel 

Feinberg (F85:150) provides a further example: plenty of books and films, including 

Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, have been cited as influences on imitation crimes. 

They are not all banned, and if they were, our library shelves would be substantially depleted. 

The type of harm is therefore relevant. 

 

Catharine MacKinnon (M93:70-110) came up with an ingenious argument. This was that 

pornography promotes inequality. She set up a conflict between free speech, the First 

Amendment, on the one hand, and equality, the Fourteenth Amendment, on the other.2 

Together with Andrea Dworkin, she drafted an ordinance against pornography, one that was 

tested in court in the early 1980s.3 This ordinance defined pornography as “the graphic sexually 

explicit subordination of women through pictures and/or words” (M93:121).4 If women are 

                                                           
2 It is not clear that the wording of the Fourteenth Amendment would actually assist the anti-

pornography argument, even if it can be demonstrated that pornography harms equality. Nevertheless, 

this seems to be the attempt. On this matter, see Wojciech Sadurski’s specific critique of the egalitarian 

arguments for the suppression of hate speech and pornography (SA96:714-718).  

 
3 Some supporters of the ordinance insist they were not trying to censor pornography: they were just 

allowing women to successfully sue for the harms suffered in the civil courts (M87:177). Others, 

including the judge who ruled on the matter, insisted that it is censorship. (B84, WI07:449). The judge 

was clearly accurate. The procedures of the ordinance (IO84:442-456) required the establishment of a 

committee with the power to issue and enforce a “cease and desist” order against anyone involved in 

the “production, sale, exhibition, or distribution of pornography.” This is prior restraint and censorship. 

MacKinnon (HEM84:15) is explicit that the purpose was to “eliminate pornography.”  

 
4 Wanting pornography restricted or subject to civil claims because it subordinates women, and then 

defining pornography as that which subordinates women makes it either a circular or logically trivial 

argument. This argument as to circularity has also been made elsewhere (FACT88:108, J17:92).  
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subordinated, they are not equal.5 The ordinance failed in court (E85). Nevertheless, it seems 

that a veritable army of anti-pornography feminist philosophers have attempted to defend the 

arguments that MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin made over thirty years ago. This attempt 

continues.6 

It is important to note that the claim anti-pornography feminists, critical race theorists, and 

some social justice activists are making is that pornography and hate speech can be restricted 

for what they actually do. This is not the same claim as what is depicted by pornography and 

said in hate speech or the same claim as what might be caused by pornography and hate speech. 

The current focus is that pornography and hate speech are, in themselves, harmful.7 If they 

harm, it is quite dramatic. Perhaps the end of adage about sticks and stones will need to be 

changed to “and names can also hurt me.” The way they harm, according to the anti-

pornography feminist argument, is that they subordinate and silence women. The same claims 

are made for hate speech: they subordinate and silence ethnic minorities. In today’s talk I am 

only going to deal with the claim of subordination.  

5. Can words do things? A diversion into speech act theory 

Before discussing whether pornography can subordinate women, a prior philosophical step is 

whether words can actually do anything.  Here we have to move into speech act theory. Can 

words be an act? To provide some examples from the literature on this subject: is saying “kill” 

to a trained attack dog simply a word or is it action? If a jury spokesperson, when asked, says 

“guilty”, have they just said a word, or have they done something? If you are at work and your 

boss says “You're fired”, is it words or an action? (M93:12-14). Numerous more examples can 

be provided. The implication should be clear: in certain circumstances words can be action.  

The text referred to by anti-pornography feminists is one where the author was not discussing 

either pornography or hate speech: John Austin’s 1962 book, How to Do Things with Words 

(A75). Austin looks at speech acts in three ways: locutionary acts, illocutionary acts, and 

perlocutionary acts.  A locutionary act is saying something that has content, an illocutionary 

act is an act that is done with the words, and a perlocutionary act is an act that is an effect of 

the words. This might be best by example, and I shall use an example provided by 

Austin (A75:101-102): the utterance, “Shoot her.” If an army officer says, “Shoot her” the 

locution is just that he said “shoot” which means shoot, and “her” which would refer to a 

particular person, her. The illocution is that in saying those words, he has ordered someone to 

shoot her. Finally, the perlocutionary effect: if a woman was actually shot arising from the 

                                                           
5 When tested in court, the judge ruled the term “subordination of women” both undefined and vague 

(B84). Nevertheless, it seems that feminists have settled on the idea that to subordinate is to put someone 

in a position of inferiority or loss of power, or to be demeaned or denigrated (M87:176, L93:303, 

V87:506). 

 
6 For recent examples, see numerous chapters in Mari Mikkola’s edited volume, Beyond Speech: 

Pornography and Analytic Feminist Philosophy (MI17).  

 
7 Away way from legal efforts to restrict pornography and hate speech, if speech is violence as some 

claim, an argument can be made for justifying actual physical violence in retaliation: that is physically 

attacking those who say or distribute material deemed violent. 
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instruction, is that by saying those words, he got someone else to shoot her. For the purposes 

of this talk, it is the illocution that we are interested in: what is done with words. Austin 

(A75:103) comments that there is a tendency to blur the distinction between what is done with 

the words, that is the illocutionary act, and what is done because of the words, the 

perlocutionary act.  

 

5.1. Requirements for Illocutions 

 

There are various requirements for illocutions (A75:28-29,89,115-117,138). 

1. The illocution must be by someone with authority. A five-year-old boy cannot carry 

out the illocution of ordering a soldier to “shoot her.” The illocution should be 

successful only if someone with the appropriate rank gives the order.   

2. For an illocutionary act to be successful, a certain effect must be achieved. Austin’s 

example is someone attempting to warn an audience but nobody hears the warning. The 

illocution was not successful and hence it was not carried out. 

3. For an illocution to occur, it must take effect. Austin’s example is if someone says “I 

name this ship Queen Elizabeth” then Queen Elizabeth must be understood to be the 

name of the ship. It will be out of order to subsequently refer to the ship as the 

Generalissimo Stalin. This is linked to the idea that it is essential for the illocution “to 

secure uptake.”  

4. An illocutionary act does not need to be verbal, but it does have to be conventional. 

People have to understand what it means. As an example, if I waved a stick and meant 

it as a warning, stick waving would have to be clearly understood as a warning. If I 

stood on my head as a warning and that was not the conventional method of warning 

then there is no illocution.  

5. The illocution must be in context. A judge cannot carry out the illocution of sentencing 

someone to five years in prison by pointing to someone while walking down the High 

Street and saying, “I sentence you to five years in prison.” The context has to be correct: 

the judge should be in court, seated in the appropriate place, dressed in robes, etc.  

 

5.2. Relevant types of illocutions: verdictives and excercitives 

 

Austin (75: 150-153) breaks down illocutionary acts into different classes. For our purposes, 

we shall just consider two categories: verdictives and exercitives.  

5.2.1. Vedictives 

Verdictives are the acts of giving a verdict. Examples could be an umpire calling a batsman 

“out” or a jury declaring someone guilty. Verdictives give a finding about something.  

5.2.2.    Exercitives 

Exercitives are the exercising of powers, rights or influence. Austin provides the following 

examples: appointing, voting, ordering, urging, advising and warning. A judge sentencing 

someone to prison for five years is carrying out an exercitive act. 
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5.3. Conclusion 

We have now looked at speech act theory in the Austinian model. We have come to the end of 

the philosophical diversion. It is time to consider how anti-pornography feminist philosophers 

have applied Austin’s ideas in order to attempt to demonstrate how pornography and hate 

speech harms. 

6. The subordination of women and pornography 

Anti-pornography feminists (L93:296) believe that pornography both depicts the subordination 

of women, which is a locution, and causes the subordination of women which is a 

perlocutionary effect. However, if pornography is the subordination women as MacKinnon 

claims, it must have an illocutionary force: that force being the subordination of women.  

 

Before considering the illocutionary claim, let us deal briefly with the other two claims. 

 

6.1. Does Pornography Depict the Subordination of Women?  

 

A claim about what pornography depicts is a claim about its content. The longer definition of 

pornography used by MacKinnon for her ordinance and quoted by MacKinnon’s supporter, 

Rae Langton, is that pornography depicts women 

 

dehumanized as sexual objects, things or commodities; enjoying pain or humiliation or 

rape; being tied up, cut up, mutilated, bruised or physically hurt; in postures of sexual 

submission or servility or display; reduced to body parts, penetrated by objects or 

animals, or presented in scenarios of degradation, injury, torture; shown as filthy or 

inferior; bleeding, bruised or hurt in a context which makes these conditions sexual 

(L93:293-294, M87:176). 

 

Among the more gruesome characteristics of how women are depicted, as has been noted by 

others, the use of the term “scenarios of degradation” is “sufficiently elastic” to be all 

encompassing. The material that could be suppressed under it “is virtually limitless” 

(FACT88:101)8.  

 

One can easily reject the claim that pornography depicts the subordination of women. The 

claim can be disputed for the following reasons: 

 

1. Women are not subordinated so the depiction of women is not the depiction of 

subordinated women.  

2. Gay male pornography does not contain any women and as such women are not 

depicted subordinated in that.  

                                                           
8 MacKinnon (M87:176) argues erotica “might be sexually explicit material premised on equality.”  

However, as she does not believe we have equality (M93:71-110), the premise does not hold and hence 

she does not believe there is any distinction in the current society / patriarchy between pornography and 

erotica. This is why she declares what erotica “might be” as opposed to what it is. She (M87:91) is 

explicit that any line, if it exists, between pornography and erotica, is obliterated. In a book MacKinnon 

(M87:173) said was the “definitive work” on pornography, Andrea Dworkin (DW81:10) declared 

“erotica is simply high-class pornography.”  
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3. There is a whole branch of pornography known as feminist pornography committed to 

promoting gender equality. 

4. Women, as a group, are not in pornography. There are only individuals. 

 

I shall take each in turn. 

 

6.1.1. Women are not subordinated 

 

As I discussed in my last talk, MacKinnon defines women as subordinate: gender being “a 

matter of dominance, not difference” (EZ17:9-12, M87:32-45,49-51). If this were true, any 

photograph of a woman, even one of a fully clothed philosophy professor reading a copy of 

Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, depicts a woman subordinated. If true, the exact 

pornographic scene would be irrelevant: a photograph of a clothed woman whipping a naked 

man depicts, by such a definition, a subordinated woman.9 This anti-pornography feminist 

assumption is clearly bizarre. They have not justified it. They just assume it is true. Evading 

the matter of what pornography depicts also enables anti-pornography feminists to avoid the 

argument that it is subjective. Joel Feinberg (F85:148) put it, “What looks like sexual 

subservience to some looks like liberation from sexual repression to others.” The anti-

pornography feminists have not justified why their viewpoint should be prioritised over the 

views of others who think differently.10  

 

6.1.2. Women are not depicted at all in gay male pornography 

 

As there no women in gay male pornography, women are not depicted as subordinated in it. 

According to the anti-pornography ordinance this would not work. The view of Andrea 

Dworkin and MacKinnon who jointly drafted the ordinance is clear: if two men are having sex, 

one of them is either definitionally labelled a woman or is feminised. Andrea Dworkin 

(DW81:23) is explicit: “the one who is fucked is stigmatized as feminine during the act even 

                                                           
9 It is for this reason that some opposition to anti-pornography feminism is misdirected. The assumption 

by some (See, as examples, SCH90, DE95, STRO00:116) that anti-pornography feminists are prudish 

and have views akin to medieval Christian philosophers, puritans of the seventeenth-century and the 

Victorian era, does not take into account that it is not just sex and matters concerning sex for women to 

which the anti-pornography feminists are opposed. While this is the case, it is also true that because 

anti-pornography feminists, traditional moralists, and the Republican right are all opposed to 

pornography, albeit for different reasons, these groups did form a strange alliance in the early 1980s in 

the USA (FACT88:71).  Anti-pornography feminists believe that women are subordinated and that is 

their condition. They believe that pornography “harms” women by subordinating and silencing them. 

They are not “offended” by it.  Many feminists opposed to the anti-pornography argument are critical, 

in part, because they disagree with MacKinnon and her followers that pornography is a central factor 

in maintaining the discrimination of women. They cite, but do not support the suppression of, the 

prevalence of non-sexual commercial advertisements on the softness of toilet tissue and the whiteness 

of the clothes they wash that “depict women as people interested in inconsequential matters who are 

incapable of taking significant, serious roles in societal decision-making” (FACT88:101).  

 
10 On this matter, see my previous talk (EZ17: 4-7).  
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when not anatomically female.” 11 This counter is simply bizarre and should be rejected as 

such. Since gay male pornography exists and since there are no women in gay male 

pornography, the general claim that pornography depicts the subordination of women fails.  

 

6.1.3. Feminist pornography promotes gender equality 

 

Anti-pornography feminists view the idea of feminist pornography as an oxymoron. For them, 

definitionally, pornography is about the subordination of women. This is in direct contrast to 

the claims of feminist pornographers who claim their work “responds to dominant images with 

alternative ones” (T13:261). Accepting both of these ideas is a logical contradiction. 

Nevertheless, feminist pornographers insist both that what they create is pornography and that 

they “create images that question and contradict other pornography that represents men and 

women as one-dimensional objects” (T13:261). As such, Anne Eaton (EA17:256) argues, “we 

have good reason on feminist grounds – grounds that also support feminist arguments against 

mainstream inegalitarian pornography – to champion this new form of pornography.”  

 

6.1.4. Women, in general, are not in pornography 

 

If any women are depicted as subordinated in pornography, it is the specific women in the 

particular scenes and not women in general. In order to counter this, one might use one or both 

of the following claims from MacKinnon. The first is that “women are not individuals” 

(M87:59) and the second, “Most women do not think the woman in pornography is them…. 

the women are mostly wrong” (M87:12).12 While these sweeping assertions suit the anti-

pornography feminists’ argument, it does not make them true. The claim that women are not 

individuals is made for political as opposed to ontological reasons.13 This is not justified. 

Moreover, the claim that most women are the women in pornography is something that I 

believe should be dismissed out of hand.  

 

6.1.5. Conclusion 

 

The idea that pornography depicts the subordination of women can be disputed for a range of 

reasons. However, the argument for the restriction on pornography by the anti-pornography 

feminists does not rest on its content (HM17:2). The actual pornographic scene is therefore 

                                                           
11 The ordinance (M93:122) refers to men being used “in place of women.” This concept has been 

named the “honorary woman thesis” by Leslie Green (G00:32-33). CF, Nellie Wieland (WI07:449) 

who believes gay pornography should be excluded from the type of pornography for which feminists 

should endorse the censorship. Gay pornography should be protected in order to “promote a more moral 

society” and “potentially reduce the subjection of gay men in a hetero-hegemonic society.” MacKinnon 

(HEM84:15) believes that lesbian pornography, if it is pornography by her definition – which in itself 

is a circular argument - subordinates women.  

 
12 MacKinnon (M87:216, WH88:1392) takes the view that women who have previously worked as 

prostitutes/ in pornography understand more of the condition of women than most feminist writing.  

 
13 Jennifer Hornsby (H00:104n29) explains: “individualism, by eradicating gender, potentially excludes 

feminists’ concerns from the political arena.” 
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irrelevant. Langton (L93:305) puts it, “at the locutionary level there is nothing particularly 

distinctive about pornography.”   

 

6.2. Does Pornography Cause the Subordination of Women? 

 

Langton makes an argument to suggest that pornography perpetuates subordination. The 

argument is roughly as follows: 

 

1. Sexual violence is an effect of pornography. 

2. Sexual violence is discriminatory against women. 

3. Behaviour that discriminates against women is subordinating. 

Therefore: 

4. Pornography is a perlocutionary act of subordination, and 

5. Pornography perpetuates women’s subordination.14  

 

If any of the first three premises are false, the argument fails. Each one of them can be 

challenged. Here, I shall only challenge the first two. 

 

6.2.1. The evidence for a causal link between pornography and sexual violence is, at 

best, mixed 

 

In “Speech Acts and Unspeakable Acts,” Langton (L93:306) is not explicit that pornography 

has the effect of sexual violence, but she implies that it is so. She argues that some “have their 

attitudes and behaviour altered by [pornography] in ways that ultimately hurt women.” 

MacKinnon’s (M93:19) claim on the causal link is more assertive: “Sooner or later, in one way 

or another, the consumers want to live out pornography further in three dimensions. Sooner or 

later, in one way or another, they do.”15 

 

These can be challenged.  Both MacKinnon and Langton have been highly-selective in which 

social studies they reference. They have also distorted the evidence to not make clear that “most 

of it is limited to a narrow class of violent imagery” (FACT88:112). Edward Donnerstein, 

whose study is referenced by Langton (L93:306), has denounced as “bizarre” the use of his 

work to support a claim that sexually violent material causes criminal behaviour (FACT88:72). 

Anti-pornography feminists ignore studies that suggest a relationship between the increased 

availability of pornography and increased gender equality (BA90:376), and those that 

                                                           
14 Langton (L93:293-307) repeatedly declares that when the anti-pornography ordinance was tested in 

court, the judge conceded the claim that pornography perpetuates women’s subordination. This is not a 

full explanation of the judgement. As is clear from reading it, the judge accepted the claim purely for 

the legal argument. This is not the same as accepting it. The judge (E85) was explicit that “The social 

science studies are very difficult to interpret… and they conflict.” This point has also been made by 

Ronald Dworkin (D91, D93, MD94). On Langton’s interpretation of the judge’s ruling, see also Louise 

Antony’s comments (AN17:66-67). 

 
15 It can be noted that Mackinnon (M87:154) elides the distinction between consensual intercourse and 

rape in the patriarchy: “rape converges with intercourse because both express the same power relation.” 

For more on this, see the discussion in my previous talk on feminist epistemology (EZ17:16-19).  
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demonstrate viewers of pornography hold more egalitarian views than those who have not 

(KBW16). They ignore contrary evidence by the same authors whom they cite which suggests 

“when subjects are presented with unambiguous information about the seriousness of the trial 

victim’s injury, previous exposure to violent movies will do little to change that perception” 

(LDP88:766). They also ignore studies that demonstrate male attitudes to women have 

improved quite remarkably over time, including the period where substantially more 

pornography is available in an easier to access manner due to the internet (P12:487). Most 

damning of all, anti-pornography feminists ignore numerous studies that demonstrate a 

relationship between the increased availability of pornography and a decrease in sex crimes 

(SE98:51; HE05).16 

 

There is also the danger of confusing correlation with causation. Feinberg (F85:152-153) 

dismisses the idea that “normal decent chaps” will be converted into rapists through exposure 

to violent pornography. He suggests that both viewing violent pornography and rape are 

functions of a particular personality trait predisposed to such activities. As such, viewing 

violent pornography “is more of a symptom” of the personality type than a cause. Consider 

MacKinnon’s statement (M87:184), “Some rapes are performed by men with paperback books 

in their pockets.” Even if the paperback book in question was pornographic, one cannot, with 

sound logic, jump to the conclusion that reading it led to the rape, any more than a claim that 

“Some rapes are performed by men wearing blue jeans” implies that wearing blue jeans leads 

to rape.  

 

6.2.2. Sexual violence is not discriminatory against women 

 

Let us assume, for the sake of the argument, that sexual violence, which is harmful, is an effect 

of pornography. A link would still be needed to demonstrate that the harm of sexual violence 

subordinates. Langton (L93:306-307) accepts this is the case. She provides her own example: 

“Plenty of people are harmed by cigarettes but they are not thereby subordinated.” She attempts 

the to provide the link by agreeing with MacKinnon’s claim that sexual violence is not simply 

a harm, or a crime, but that it is discriminatory.17 The claim is that if women are discriminated 

against, they are subordinated. The reason provided for sexual violence being discriminatory 

is that “the perpetrators are nearly always members of one class of citizens, and the victims 

members of the other.” This argument fails. Allan Wertheimer (WE03:73-74) explains that the 

claim that sexual violence is discriminatory for such a reason makes as much sense as the claim 

that men’s consensual heterosexual behaviour discriminates in favour of women and 

implies women are superior. He provides a further example to make his point: thieves do steal 

expensive cars as opposed to cheap cars to discriminate against the owners of the expensive 

cars, they steal the expensive cars because that is what they desire.  

                                                           
16 For a lengthier discussion on this, see The Fact Brief (FACT88:112-118). While some of the studies 

I have referenced were originally published after the referenced works by MacKinnon and Langton, 

there was sufficient published material before they published their referenced works that could be used 

to demonstrate their bias. 

 
17 Mackinnon laid out in detail her argument why sexual harassment was sex discrimination in her 1979 

book, Sexual Harassment of Working Women (M79:143-213).  
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6.2.3. Conclusion  

As a result of the failure of the claim that sexual violence is discriminatory, even if the social 

studies did imply that viewers of pornography harm women, and the evidence is at best mixed 

that this is true, the claim that the subordination of women is a perlocutionary effect of 

pornography fails.18  

6.3. Is Pornography the Subordination of Women? 

 

Whether or not it is true that pornography depicts the subordination of women and/or causes 

the subordination of women, the claims are at least coherent. The final claim is that 

pornography is the subordination of women (M87:176). Many believe this claim is incoherent 

(S06:229). They are right: it is incoherent. When tested in court, the judge determined it “a 

sleight of hand” (B84). Nevertheless, there are anti-pornography feminists who try and defend 

the claim or at least determine it coherent. In this section of my talk, which is the key section, 

I aim to explain how the claim is defended. 

 

If, when I have finished, you scratch your head wondering what I what I was talking about, do 

not worry: you can consider it as mumbo-jumbo dressed in academic garb.  

 

MacKinnon contends that saying is doing.19 If MacKinnon is correct, and if pornography is 

deemed to have illocutionary force, it is very powerful. We would not need to concern 

ourselves with the causal claim: the mere saying (existence/viewings of pornography) is in 

itself evidence of the claimed harms.20   

 

                                                           
18 It is fortunate for anti-pornography feminists that they do not rely solely on the causal claim for harm 

to women, as if they did, they would have to provide a good explanation as to why they wish 

pornography restricted, but not women wearing low-cut tops, miniskirts and knee-high boots. The latter 

they would protest against as victim blaming. However, if what mattered was the causal link, and if 

men were more likely to sexually assault women dressed in a particular way, then restricting the way 

women dress seems justified. And as MacKinnon (M87:160) puts it: “Under male dominance, whatever 

sexually arouses a man is sex.”  

 
19 Austin (A75:7-11) discusses whether you can do something by saying it. He uses the example of a 

bet to demonstrate that is the case. MacKinnon is explicit: “To say it is to do it, and to do it is to say it” 

(M93:33); “talking sex is having sex” (M93:67). MacKinnon seems serious about her belief. To make 

a point about this, Carlin Romano (R93) commenced a review in the left-leaning Nation of her 1993 

book, Only Words, as follows: “Suppose I decide to rape Catharine MacKinnon before reviewing her 

book.…”  It was reported in Time (LA94) that MacKinnon was furious. She referred to the review as a 

“rape of me” and said that “Romano should be held accountable for what he did.”  

 
20 On this matter, see the dispute between Leslie Green (G98:291) and Langton (L98:263-264). I believe 

I have fused the two views. Nellie Wieland (WI07:438) makes a similar point to mine.  Louise Antony 

(AN17:73) also arrives at a similar conclusion. 
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Langton has been prominent in supporting and trying to demonstrate the plausibility of 

MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin’s claim that pornography is subordination.21 This she has 

done by attempting to fit pornography and hate speech into the Austinian model.22  Before 

discussing whether pornography can subordinate, Langton has provided her own example of 

how speech can subordinate. The example fits easier into the Austinian model. It is of a 

legislator in Apartheid South Africa who states, “Blacks are not permitted to vote” or utters 

“White’s only.” According to Langton (L93:302-303), such statements are illocutionary acts 

of subordination in virtue of at least the following three features: “They rank blacks as having 

inferior worth. They legitimate discriminatory behaviour on the part of whites. And finally, 

they deprive blacks of some important powers: for example, the power to go to certain areas 

and the power to vote.” Langton caveats this claim. She appreciates that not all acts that do 

these things subordinate. She provides examples, one being ranking an athlete as the fastest. 

Langton does not believe this subordinates. This is because such a ranking is neither unfair nor 

unjust. Langton does not discuss how it is known which acts of ranking, legitimating and 

depriving are unfair or unjust and which acts are not. David Boonin (BO11:239) provides the 

example of a Catholic priest who utters the words, “God does not want women to be priests.” 

Is this fair or unfair? Who is more qualified to comment on what is fair or unfair: Rae Langton 

or a Catholic Priest declaring the will of God? If it is fair, as it is the will of God, it is not 

subordinating. This is a lacuna in her argument that needs filling.23 

 

For Langton, pornography is an illocutionary act of subordination. One might be surprised by 

the claim that pornography can be act of any sort: it might just be a photograph and it is difficult 

to claim a photograph is an act.24 Langton (L93:307-308) supports the claim that pornography 

is an illocutionary act of subordination by arguing that “pornography is, first, verdictive speech 

that ranks women as sex objects25, and, second, exercitive speech that legitimates sexual 

                                                           
21 Langton positively referenced the MacKinnon/Dworkin definition of pornography containing that 

claim in her submission to the Leveson Inquiry (L12:6). 

 
22 MacKinnon is not enamoured with the move to use Austin to justify her work. She (M89:83) insists 

that the feminist epistemological method is consciousness raising: listening to women. She (M12:vi-ix) 

argues that she and Andrea Dworkin demonstrated “from lived examples, utterances can subordinate.” 

Some “big man's prior thought” is not necessary. She doesn't want her and Dworkin’s work to be 

reduced to “a subprovince of Austin” implying they “cannot be doing something he did not do.” 

 
23 My point is not simply a pedantic one. Many might believe it is obvious that it is unjust to rank black 

people as inferior and prohibit them from entering a building, but not unjust to rank the fastest runner 

as the fastest runner. However, libertarians, who are not necessarily racist, take a view on entitlement 

theory, and think it not unjust for an owner of a private business to discriminate entry to their premises 

customers on the grounds of race, sex, whether or not they play tiddlywinks, the colour of their hair, 

what car they drive, or any other reason they choose. Walter Block (BL10) has written on this in some 

detail. In order to determine what is unfair or unjust, it behoves Langton to at least explain why she 

believes that the libertarian theory of entitlement can be rejected.  

 
24 Jennifer Saul (S06:228) believes people are “right to be puzzled” by this claim.  

 
25 The mere use of the term “objects” when applied to women in this context implies acceptance of 

background feminist theory. This, in itself, can be challenged. See my earlier talk (EZ17) for more 

details. “Objectification” and “object” are also not properly defined terms (S06b:46, FACT88:110). 
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violence.”26 Before discussing these sub claims, it is helpful to consider whether or not we can 

determine if pornography has any illocutionary force.  

 

6.3.1. Is there any evidence of illocutionary force of pornography? 

 

Langton suggests three methods of determining whether pornography has an illocutionary 

force. 

 

1. The possibility that the perlocutionary effect be evidence for the illocution, 

2. The possibility that anti-pornography feminists are in a better place to judge, 

3. Whether sufficient felicity conditions of illocutions are met. 

 

We can take them in turn: 

 

6.3.1.1. The possibility that the perlocutionary effect be evidence for the illocution. 

Langton’s first method is the argument that if people watch pornography and then commit 

sexual violence, then the fact that the sexual violence occurred is evidence that pornography 

has an illocutionary force. Two hoops need to be jumped through for this to be the case. The 

first is that there is a perlocutionary effect in the first place. If it fails, as I suggested it does,27 

then there is no perlocutionary effect of subordination. Hence the perlocutionary effect cannot 

be used as support for the claim that pornography has the illocutionary force of subordination.  

Even if there is a perlocutionary effect, as Langton (L93:309-310) accepts, the argument is 

fallible. The fact that pornography caused women to be subordinated, does not mean it was 

necessarily caused because pornography either legitimates sexual violence or ranks women as 

sex objects. To claim it is so would be a further instance of confusing correlation and causation.  

6.3.1.2. The possibility that anti-pornography feminists are in a better place to judge. 

Langton’s second suggestion is that anti-pornography feminists who say pornography 

subordinate women are in the best place to judge. In other words, pornography subordinates 

women because anti-pornography feminists say it does. Others might say to the contrary: it is 

just entertainment or storytelling. Langton admits that to argue that anti-pornography feminists 

are in the best place to judge, you would have to privilege the knowledge of one group over 

others. As I mentioned in my previous talk, Nancy Hartsock, a promoter of such ideas, admitted 

that “the criteria for privileging some knowledges over others are ethical and political rather 

than purely ‘epistemological’” [emphasis added] (EZ17:6, HA97:372-373). In other words, 

                                                           
Martha Nussbaum (N95) has written an interesting paper discussing Mackinnon’s use of the term 

objectification. See, also, Sally Haslanger’s (HAS12:63-79) discussion. Langton (L09:223-288) 

devotes three chapters of her book, Sexual Solipsism, to matters surrounding objectification. Natalie 

Stoljar (STO11) comments on Langton’s use of the term.   

 
26 Langton (L93:329) later adds a third method whereby pornography can subordinate, and that is via 

depriving women of the power to freely speak. This is the claim of silencing which Langton views as a 

method of subordination. This claim is not dealt with in this talk.   
 
27 See section 6.2. 
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there is no better reason for claiming such privilege than that it politically suits. Without a 

better reason to privilege such hearers, we should not accept this method of evidence.  

6.3.1.3. Whether sufficient felicity conditions of illocutions are met. 

Langton’s third method to support the idea that pornography has illocutionary force is to argue 

that while it might not be the case that all the felicity conditions of an illocution are present, it 

might be that there are sufficient to suggest that pornography does have illocutionary force. 

Langton (L93:308-311) provides the example of a marriage ceremony where either the priest 

dies of a heart attack at the end of the service or the priest’s qualifications cannot be ascertained 

as he is a refugee whose papers are missing. In the first case it is unclear if all the conditions 

of marriage are satisfied and in the second it is unknown if all the conditions of marriage are 

satisfied. Langton suggests that perhaps the satisfaction of the conditions is “close enough.” 

 

6.3.1.4. Conclusion 

 

Langton believes there is scope for argument that pornography has an illocutionary force in all 

three methods. However, because Langton admits that the first two methods are fallible, the 

best hope must be with the third method. It is to that which I now turn.  

 

6.3.2. The felicity conditions of illocutions are not met 

 

If the felicity conditions of pornography are not met, either in total, or in a “close enough” 

manner, pornography cannot have the illocutionary force of subordination.  

 

My contention is the felicity conditions for pornography being an illocutionary act of 

subordination are not met. In support of my claim I will argue the following: 

 

1. Pornography does not have authority. 

2. Pornography is not an utterance in context. 

3. Pornography is not a conventional utterance. 

4. The intent of pornographers is not to subordinate. 

5. Pornography does not say what anti-pornography claim it says. 

6. The effect does not occur.  

 

I will take each in turn. 

 

6.3.2.1. Pornography does not have authority 

 

If the claim that pornography has an illocutionary force is to be successful, pornography must 

have authority. Langton (L93:305) concedes, “Subordinating speech acts are 

authoritative speech acts, so if we are ever to count some class of speech acts as subordinating 

speech, the speakers in question must have authority.” MacKinnon (M93:31) also recognises 

the necessary condition of authority. This important condition for illocutionary acts is therefore 

not evaded by anti-pornography feminists, but it is the condition that they struggle to effectively 

ascribe to pornography. That is not to say that they do not try. 
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The authoritative speaker is clear in earlier examples. A legislator in an apartheid state has the 

authority to make law, an army officer has the authority to order a more junior ranked soldier 

to shoot someone, an umpire has the authority to rule a player out, a jury spokesperson has the 

authority to pronounce someone guilty, if the Queen smashes a bottle against a ship and names 

it, she has the authority to do so. Other examples of illocutionary acts continue: someone who 

says “I do” at a marriage ceremony has the authority to do so.28 In what way can pornography 

have the authority to determine that women are ranked and that sexual violence is legitimate?  

MacKinnon sees pornography as the speech of men. And as she sees men as powerful and 

women powerless, men are the ruling power. Hence pornography is the voice of the ruling 

power. Men rule and they are influenced by pornography to believe, as an example, “sexual 

violence is legitimate.” As such, pornography has authority, at least in the domain of sex. 

Langton (L93:311-312) accepts this matter is “at the heart of the controversy”: if pornography 

is the voice of “a powerless minority, a fringe group” then it will not have such authority. My 

contention is this whole scenario is based on a perverse view of the world, believed by some 

feminists, whereby men are so powerful, that what they think becomes the way it is: “The world 

‘arranges itself’ — at least in part—to fit what the powerful believe. Believing women to be 

subordinate can make women subordinate: thinking so can make it so, when it is backed up by 

power” (L00:139, EZ17:9-12). These are simply feminist assertions with no basis in reality. 

 

Recall a claim that Langton wishes to defend is that pornography “legitimates sexual violence.”  

That has a legal tone to it. Even if there is a message in pornography that women like to be 

treated in a sexually violent fashion, there are significant countervailing forces to the stronger 

claim that pornography legitimates sexual violence. Notably, there is the law itself that is clear 

in jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom and the United States that punishes people with 

prison sentences for non-consensual sexual violence. There is the wider society that condemns 

any criminal sexual violence. There are school teachers, church leaders, and numerous other 

people, not least family members, including female family members such as mothers and sisters 

that can act as countervailing forces to that of the message, even if that is what it is, from 

pornography that sexual violence is legitimate.29 Langton’s retort to the claim that sexual 

violence is condemned in wider society is that rape is an underreported crime, because “women 

know that the broader society also condemns rape victims, and regularly torments them in 

court” (L98:272). Even if this is true, it does not answer the point that rape is condemned in 

wider society. Moreover, it does not answer the point that even if pornography does have the 

message that Langton purports, the countervailing messages, notably from the law, are both 

stronger and have more authority.30 

                                                           
28 I shall ignore for this purpose MacKinnon’s claim that consent for a woman is a “meaningless 

concept” (M79:298, M89:178, EZ17:16). MacKinnon would concede that a man can consent to marry.  

 
29 Leslie Green (G98:296) makes a similar argument.  

 
30 Andrea Dworkin and MacKinnon would retort that “pornography is the law for women” (M93:40). 

Langton (L17) has recently tried to defend this assertion. I do not believe she has done so convincingly, 

but I do not have the time to discuss it today.   
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Langton (L98:262) also attempts to defend the claim that pornography “ranks women as 

inferior.” It is as if pornography is a judge declaring “women are inferior.” And not only has 

the judge, that is pornography, said it with authority, it has done so in a society where people 

believe it above and beyond any countervailing information. Moreover, it has led to people 

treating women as inferior. Yet again, we have to ignore all the positive images of women in 

the press, the fact that people have women teachers and lecturers from who they learn, the fact 

that everyone has a mother who might have a different view of pornography, anti-

discrimination laws and the sight of successful women in all areas of life. And this is all because 

pornography, while not saying it explicitly, has, according to the argument, authoritatively 

implied that women are inferior. It is fanciful.  

Ishani Maitra (MA12:106-107) tries a different approach to the authority problem. She argues 

it might be possible that people can grant someone a license of authority because they go along 

with it. She presents a number of examples to make her point. One is an individual who directs 

traffic after a major road accident, but before emergency services have arrived. Other drivers 

follow her instructions. In this example, other drivers did not have to follow her instructions 

but they did: they granted her authority. It is an interesting argument, but to apply it to 

pornography, one would have to demonstrate that viewers of pornography have granted the 

license of authority to pornography in the domain of sex. This has not been done by Maitra or 

Langton.  

I put it that, irrespective of the attempt by Langton, it stretches all bounds of credibility to 

suggest that pornography has the authority to rank women as inferior and legitimate sexual 

violence. The countervailing forces alone prevent “uptake” which is a necessary component of 

subordination. Far from pornography having authority, Anne Snitow’s view, supported by 

Leslie Green (G98:296), has more credibility: “pornography…flouts authority, which no doubt 

in part explains it appeal to young boys.”31  

6.3.2.2. Pornography is not an utterance in context 

Jennifer Saul (S06:230-241) attacks the idea that pornography could be a speech act by the 

argument that “only utterances in contexts can be speech acts.” However, pornography is used 

in many different contexts. Saul imagines someone with a sign that reads, “I do.” The sign 

could be used to agree to get married, to promise to return library books on time, or a multitude 

of other purposes. Simply knowing there is a sign “I do” that has been used doesn’t mean that 

It was used for the purpose of marrying. It therefore “makes no sense to speak of illocutionary 

acts without attention to contexts of utterance.” Pornography is therefore like the sign “I do”: 

without knowing the context you cannot state what its illocutionary force is, or even if it has 

an illocutionary force. Saul explains that the best interpretation of Langton’s claim to make 

coherent sense is that it is not works of pornography that subordinate women but viewings of 

pornography that subordinate. Yet this causes a problem because pornography is viewed in 

numerous contexts. Some viewings of pornography are by anti-pornography feminist 

philosophers as part of their research. At any rate, it is implausible that all viewings of 

pornography are subordinating. One can perhaps modify the claim to argue that most 
                                                           
31 Judith Butler (BU97:68-69) insists that pornography “fails to wield the power” to do what anti-

pornography feminists claim it can do: “its authority is decidedly less than divine.” Langton (L09:103-

116) responds, in a non-convincing manner, to Butler’s critique.  
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pornography viewings subordinate women.32 However, there is a further problem. Different 

audiences view pornography in different ways. Anti-pornography feminists who see 

pornography as subordinating will interpret it that way and people who view pornography for 

sexual excitement will interpret it a different way.  

An actual example that demonstrates the problem is the following: Marianne Valverde, a 

feminist writer explained that when she gives talks on pornography she showed her audience a 

glossy photograph of a naked very young girl climbing on a couch. When her audience were 

told it was published in Penthouse, they believed it was child pornography, when they were 

told it was actually a photography she took herself, they did not believe it was pornography but 

when told the truth: it was cut from Cosmopolitan, they were confused (AS91:97). 

As Saul argues, if pornography has any illocutionary force, it should not differentiate between 

different audiences.33  

6.3.2.3. Pornography is not a conventional utterance 

 

Recall Austin’s idea that a speech act must be conventional. The example provided was a man 

waving a stick as a warning compared to a man standing on his head a warning. Waving a stick 

might be the conventional method of warning that people understood, and hence it could be an 

illocutionary act. On the contrary, nobody might realise that a man who stands on his head 

attempting to warn is warning and hence his act will have no illocutionary force. Now consider 

Langton’s assertion that a reason that pornography might subordinate is that it legitimates 

sexual violence (L93:307-308). The conventional method whereby something is legitimated is 

when it has gone through the mechanisms of government. In my standing on a head example, 

it could well be that a few people are aware that this man standing on his head is his 

conventional method of warning. That is because he has made them aware. He told them: “If I 

stand on my head, I am warning you.” In a similar manner it could well be that the only people 

who believe pornography has an exercitive illocutionary force that legitimates sexual violence 

and is a verdictive illocution to rank women as sex objects/ inferior are those who are familiar 

with Langton’s work. I suspect those very people are not the ones who truly believe that 

initiating such violence is legitimate or that women are inferior.  

 

The conventional requirement of an illocution is a further problem for Langton’s thesis in the 

sense that what is included in the pornography rubric is not universally agreed, and nor is it 

even agreed by anti-pornography feminists. Matters of debate include whether erotica is simply 

high-class pornography, whether what is determined feminist pornography has the 

                                                           
32 Wieland (WI07:440-441) attempts to make it simpler. She redefines pornography to a narrower 

subset: that where “the intended audience is both heterosexual and male.” She does not discuss how the 

intended audience is known. She might be surprised by study that demonstrates that pornography “in 

which violence is perpetrated against a woman … almost always appeals disproportionately to women” 

(STR17). 

 
33 Langton had not responded to Saul’s critique by the time of her 2009 published book, Sexual 

Solipsism (L09:7). I am unaware of any latter response. However, Langton (L09:55) does refer to an 

antipornography book, Ordeal, and claim that in a particular context with certain intended hearers “it 

is pornography after all.” Therefore, she does appear to accept that something may or may not be 

pornography depending on the context.  
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conventional message that anti-pornography feminists claim, whether gay and/or lesbian 

pornography should be included in the definition of pornography, whether newspaper images 

of topless women are pornographic, and the list continues. The judge (E85) who ruled on the 

antipornography ordinance explicitly commented that he was not sure if James 

Joyce’s Ulysses and Homer’s Iliad which “both depict women as submissive objects for 

conquest and domination” should be included or excluded from the definition. If something 

has the power of a verdictive force, that thing should be conventionally understood. The lack 

of an agreed definition of pornography rules out pornography’s illocutionary capability. A 

response to this might be that there is a subset of things classified by various people as 

pornography which everyone would agree is pornography. If this is so, could this pornography 

subset, let us call it PS, have an illocutionary force? The answer is irrelevant to my point because 

even if PS could have an illocutionary force, then so everyone understands it in a conventional 

fashion, which is a requirement of an illocution, the claim made by anti-pornography feminists 

who wish to use the Austinian model to argue that pornography has an illocutionary force 

should be readjusted to a claim PS has an illocutionary force. This does not take away from my 

point that “pornography” cannot have an illocutionary force because there is no agreement on 

what pornography contains.  

 

6.3.2.4. There is no intent to subordinate 

 

Langton admits that a typical feature of illocutionary speech acts of ranking and legitimating 

is that they intend to rank and legitimate. The argument can be constructed that pornographers 

do not intend to subordinate, what they intend to do is make money (L93:313). Langton 

suggests that intent is not necessary, what matters is how it is viewed. Consider the example, 

“Shoot her.” It might not have been meant as an order, it could have been meant merely as 

advice or it could have been vague, but if the person who said it has authority and if it was said 

in an appropriate context, it can be argued that the illocution was secured: “Coming from him, 

I took it as an order” (L93:309-310). In relation to the case in hand, pornography, it is just a 

theory. Jennifer Saul (S06:240) points out it is unlikely that most viewers of pornography take 

it to be subordinating women. The viewers who do take pornography as subordinating are anti-

pornography feminists, and not necessarily all of those. You can easily be a feminist who is 

opposed to pornography but not believe it is subordinating. 

It can also be noted, and as I explained above34, sexual violence is not discriminatory. If I am 

right, even if pornography did legitimate sexual violence because that is what it intends, it does 

not mean it intends to subordinate women. This is because one does not follow from the other. 

 

6.3.2.5. Pornography does not say what anti-pornography feminists claim it says.  

A challenge to pornography being an illocution that subordinates women is that pornography 

does not say what anti-pornography feminists claim it says. The challenge can be for the 

following reasons: 

1. Pornography does not explicitly say that what is claimed. 

2. What is said, if anything, by pornography, is fantasy 

                                                           
34 See section 6.2.2. 
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3. Pornography does not say anything about the generic, “women.” 

These can be taken in turn: 

6.3.2.5.1. Pornography does not explicitly say what is claimed.  

A challenge to the thesis that pornography ranks women as sex objects and inferior with a force 

akin to a jury who says “Guilty” (L09:17), and that it legitimates sexual violence is normal, 

is that it does not say so explicitly.  Pornography could just be a picture.  The claim can be 

made that it does not actually say anything. Langton and Caroline West have a response: 

something does not need to be explicitly said for it to be implied. They provide an example. 

Imagine someone said, “Even Jane could pass.” What is implied by the statement is that Jane 

is incompetent. If the statement is not challenged, a conversation will proceed with the 

presupposition of Jane’s incompetence accepted.  Langton and West consider a “favourable” 

rape scene in a pornographic film. This scene would be where a man or more than one man act 

in a violent sexual manner towards a woman and despite her protestations proceed in what 

starts to look as the commencement a rape. However, as the scene progresses, the woman is 

shown to be enjoying what is occurring and she cries out in orgasmic ecstasy.   From this, 

Langton and West (LW99:307-312) conclude that even though the scene does not explicitly 

say “Gang rape is enjoyable for women” or “sexual violence is legitimate,” such messages “are 

arguably presupposed by it.” Langton (L93: 312) makes the following argument: “Pornography 

tells its hearers which moves are appropriate and permissible: if it tells them that certain moves 

are appropriate because woman want to be raped, it legitimates violence.”  

 

The suggestion is therefore pornography is mind altering, in particular the minds of men who 

watch it. It can be noted that this argument seems to be only relevant to a particular niche area 

of pornography: the “favourable” rape scene. This does not mean that Page Three of The Sun 

photographs, that is photographs of topless women, tells its viewers that women want to be 

raped. Hence, if it is necessary for pornography to legitimate violence for subordination to 

occur, even by Langton’s own argument, only a tiny proportion of pornography does this and 

the majority of pornography does not legitimate violence.35 The problem is that Langton and 

West have no evidence for what they suggest is arguably presupposed.36  

                                                           
35 MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin (MDW97:255), who drafted the definition of pornography which 

Langton uses, do not believe that pornography needs to be explicitly violent to subordinate: “It is 

tempting to consider proceeding one step at a time, disallowing the explicit violence while allowing the 

dehumanization, objectification, and submission. This would leave the inequality intact. Such an 

approach would not go to the heart of this form of subordination.” In fact, they believe pornography is 

violent by definition as “pornography practices violence as sex” (DM88:40). MacKinnon (M93:28) 

believes pornography is an arm of prostitution to which women cannot consent: “money is the medium 

of force and provides cover for consent.” Her (M87:148) conclusion, based on the premises she holds, 

is understandable: “Pornography, in the feminist view, is a form of forced sex.” It is “violent” (M87:91) 

to women.  

 
36 Langton’s aim is not to demonstrate that MacKinnon’s claim that pornography subordinates women 

is true. Her more modest aim is that MacKinnon’s claim is plausible and philosophically defensible 

(L93:313). With such a low hurdle, one could defend many very far-fetched claims: for example, that 

there is intelligent life on Mars.  
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6.3.2.5.2.  What pornography does say, if anything, is fantasy. 

A further challenge to the thesis is that pornography is fiction, and even if it does show a rape 

scene as enjoyable, it is just fantasy, and hence it does not say these things as true claims. 

Langton and West respond to the challenge. Their first volley is that there are readers’ letters 

to pornographic magazines describing fantasies purporting them to be true, but are in fact lies. 

As the reader will not know they are lies, they may accept them as true.  This is not a total 

solution. Langton and West accept that “much pornography both is and purports to be fiction.” 

A second volley is necessary. In a work of fiction there might be false background 

information presented as fact or a blurring between what is fact and what is fiction. For 

example, in a historical fiction novel set in revolutionary France, there might be background 

propositions about revolutionary France that is either false or not made clear that it is fiction, 

and an ignorant reader may take it as true and learn something false about life in revolutionary 

France. In the same way, a viewer of a “favourable” rape scene might know that the scene 

itself is fiction but believe that the false background proposition that women like to be raped37 

(LW99:314-317). This is exceedingly far-fetched. If true it would suggest that male viewers of 

violent pornography truly believe that women like to be raped. There is simply no evidence for 

this claim. It is preposterous.  

There is also a different take on the fantasy argument. Langton (L09:314) suggests that not 

only are feminists concerned with treating “a human being as thing”, which is how women are 

objectified,38 but also the treatment of “a thing as a human being.” Mackinnon (M93:25-26, 

109-110) effectively denies it is fantasy: “What was words and pictures becomes, through 

masturbation, sex itself.” Consequently, “as sex becomes speech, speech becomes sex.” Sex 

occurs “between people and things, human beings and pieces of paper.” This leads to one of 

the most absurd claims in feminist philosophy, and it is one made by Melinda Vadas in The 

Journal of Political Philosophy (V05:184-192). She argues that the woman in a pornographic 

photograph “fulfils the sexual function of a woman” as it “satisfies appetitive desire.” 

Pornography is therefore “used as a woman.”39 She concludes: “pornography used as a woman 

                                                           
37 Langton does not discuss the implications of the possibility of the truth that that many women do 

fantasize about rape. This is the conclusion of a subsequent sociological study (BC09). She also ignores 

the possibility that a reasonable proportion of women may indeed say no when they mean yes. This was 

the conclusion of a social study available by the time Langton wrote her articles. It is relevant that the 

reasons provided by the women who had behaved in such a manner are not that they learnt this was 

expected of them through authoritative pornography (MH88). In other words, such scenes fit in with 

some women’s fantasies and this might explain why violent pornography is overwhelmingly watched 

by women as opposed to men (STR17).   

 
38 As MacKinnon (M89:124) puts it, “objectification is the primary process of the subjection of 

women.” In this process, women are “thingified in the head.”  

 
39 Jennifer Saul (S06b:51-58) considers this idea of personification, in part, by looking at women’s use 

of vibrators. To do so, she has looked at the history of its use and noted that vibrators were originally 

used by doctors to treat women’s hysteria. When women used vibrators themselves, it might seem to 

be a way of using things as people. She argues this is not the case: “women used vibrators to fulfil a 
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is a woman, and not a representation of one.” It is therefore concretely true that “Women aren’t 

people; they’re women.” Vadas explains:  

“Nothing less than a new category of reality is simultaneously created and populated 

by pornography’s manufacture-for-use; it is the category of those individuals who are 

both women and non-persons.”   

The consequences are dramatic. Men have sex with pieces of paper, and pieces of paper are 

not persons. As we know: “only persons can consent,” the manufactured-for-use woman has 

not consented. Vadas puts it, “Just as driving a red or non-red car is equally driving, so having 

sex with a consenting or non-consenting women is equally sex.” Due to pornography’s 

existence, “women’s sexual identity can only consist in and be entirely limited to their being 

rapable, for rapability is all that is left of the sexuality of those whose concept is conceptually 

irrelevant to the sex act.” Women on pieces of paper and flesh-and–blood women all fall in the 

same ontological category: “women.” If I understand her argument correctly,40 women on 

pieces of paper and flesh-and-blood women become indistinguishable, and they all become 

identified as rapable. Langton (L09:350) draws on Vadas’s work to suggest if such claims can 

be defended, it would subordinate women “in virtue of its basic and essential role as an 

inanimate sexual partner.”  

This fantastic theory was critiqued by Jennifer Saul (S06b:50-51).  Just to mention one of her 

objections: despite the view posited by Vadas that flesh-and-blood women and paper women 

are not distinguished, we make distinctions between live and dead humans all the time. For 

example, “many feel that there is a moral obligation to provide food to live humans; few take 

there to be such an obligation to dead humans.”41 A further criticism derives from the 

consideration of the consequences of this theory. Let us assume a man fantasizes about a 

woman while masturbating, but without the use of pornography. Is this imaginary woman in 

his head, his dreamt-up woman, also a real woman? If women on pieces of paper can be real 

women, surely women in men’s imagination can also be real women. Do anti-pornography 

feminists want men to be prosecuted for a thought crime?42 

 

 

                                                           
function of doctors.” Since it is the function of a doctor as part of the job to induce hysterical paroxysms 

in women, it is not a bad thing: “if I need a task to be done and there is someone whose job it is to 

perform that task, it is permissible for me to use that person as a means to my ends.” Saul does not 

consider the implications of the possibility that when women reach for a vibrator, it might not be 

because she is lacking a doctor for treatment of hysteria.  

 
40 In line with Jennifer Saul’s understanding (S06b:51). 

 
41 Langton (L09:312) provides examples of personification such as people who “might treat a doll as if 

is hungry.” Even if these examples are valid, it does not mean that men generally treat (“use” in feminist 

parlance) paper women as real women.  

 
42 Lina Papadaki (PAP17:150) think the anti-pornography feminists will not want to go so far, but she 

notes the same possibility.  
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6.3.2.5.3. Pornography is not about “women,” but about specific people. 

 

If there are no women in the pornographic scene, for example pornography aimed at the gay 

male market, it is very difficult to claim that women are subordinated in it. Andrea Dworkin 

might have responded as she has previously “the one who is fucked is stigmatized as feminine” 

irrespective of biological sex. If this is true then, and if women are subordinated in 

pornography, then women are subordinated in gay male pornography. This argument only 

makes sense if one has no respect for scientific knowledge. While this is MacKinnon’s 

position,43 it is wrong: men do not become women or “feminized” purely because of what they 

do in bed.  

 

At best, therefore, it can be said that the majority of pornography contains women and hence 

women are subordinated in the majority of it. This fails. If anyone is ranked sex objects by 

pornography, it is not women as a group but the specific women in the pornographic scene. I 

am not denying the possibility of using an example of one, the specific, to portray the group. 

This might be clearer with a racist example such as portraying a single black man as a monkey. 

In this example, it might be assessed that the intent is racist: to portray all black men as animals. 

Anti-pornography feminists have not made a good argument why pornography is about women 

in general as opposed to specific women. While such feminists “see all women in each one,” 

this is just, as MacKinnon admits, a “theoretical presumption” (M89:40). Contrary to this 

radical view, the liberal view that women are individuals makes more sense. Anti-pornography 

feminists have not convincingly argued, how through watching pornography, men, in general, 

see their mothers, their grandmothers, their sisters, their daughters, and numerous other 

individual women as sex objects. While there are niche areas of pornography, the majority of 

women in pornography are in a particular age range, with a particular body shape, and 

perceived attractiveness. Moreover, there are named so-called “porn stars”: individuals whose 

work viewers wish to see. This would not happen if all women were as one. It is only radical 

feminists who believe that men look at a seventy-year-old, substantially overweight, physically 

unattractive woman and see her in the same way as a 21-year-old, beautiful young woman. 

Moreover, it is only radical feminists who believe that men view both as sex objects irrespective 

of the way the women present themselves.44  

 

6.3.2.6. The effect does not occur 

 

As commented earlier45, illocutions are connected to the production of effects. For the 

illocution to be successful, the effect must take place. If Langton is correct about the 

illocutionary force of pornography then (1) women must be ranked as sex objects/inferior and 

                                                           
43 “Science [is] a specifically male approach to knowledge” (M87:54).  

 
44 Some radical feminists might view men would value a young woman differently to an elderly woman, 

if they perceive men as valuing women for their use function in reproduction. Nevertheless, it does not 

take away from the general claim that if liberalism is the dominant ideology, men see women as 

individuals and not as a class. As such, even if a man sees one woman as a sex object, it does not mean 

he sees all women as such.  

 
45 See section 5.1.  
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(2) sexual violence against women is legitimate. Since these are not the case, the effect does 

not occur and pornography has no illocutionary force.  

 

7. Conclusion 

My personal sympathies are with Brendan O’Neill’s views on hate speech and pornography. 

O’Neill is not original. Numerous feminists, including prominent feminists such as Betty 

Friedan, Kate Millett and Adrienne Rich, signed a statement in the 1980s declaring the anti-

pornography ordinance “reinforces rather than undercuts central; sexist stereotypes in our 

society.” As for the claim that the ordinance would “promote greater equality for women,” they 

were concerned it would “have precisely the opposite effect” (FACT88:89). 

In so far as the claim that pornography subordinates women, irrespective of the attempt by 

MacKinnon and her followers, such as Langton, to defend the claim, my view, in line with 

many, is that it is “incoherent” (S06:229). My view is also in line with W. A. Parent (PA90:211) 

who said, in The Journal of Philosophy, that it is “philosophically indefensible.”  

As I mentioned earlier in my talk, anti-pornography feminists have two main claims against 

pornography: the first is that it subordinates women. That has been the subject of this talk. The 

second claim is that it silences women (L93:314-328). If MacKinnon (M87:156) is correct that 

“the free speech of men silences the free speech of women”, or its more general variant is true 

that the free speech of the powerful silences the free speech of the powerless (L93:299), what 

does this mean for the free speech defence of pornography and hate speech? I have not had the 

time to discuss it today. It could be the subject of a further talk.  

Thank you for listening.  
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